
1. A CUT card can only cut a segment with the corresponding color - yes/no?  
 
 Yes cut cards can only cut segments of the same color unless they are a rainbow cut. 
 

2. The color of the CUT card does not affect the next card to be played - yes/no?  

 
 Yes, the The next card played after the cut must be the same color as the cut and it 
must be played off of the segment that was cut off. If a rainbow cut is used, The 
segments that are played off of it must be of the color that rainbow cut severed. ( ie, if 
you play rainbow cut and sever a white worm the only cards that can be played must be 
played off of the severed white segment and they must also be white) 
 

3. Abutting head segments cannot complete a ringworm - yes/ no?  
 
 Yes and No, If the two heads are joined on the same card they count as being 
completed, ie a peek card. If there are 2 head cards that are touching this does NOT 
complete a ring worm due to the visual gap between said head cards.  
 

4. Can a legal ringworm have a segment with a continuation - ie: per the illustration, a 4 
way segment card that is not closed off? 
 
 An enclosed ring of segments always constitutes a ringworm regardless of anything 
coming off of it or the size of it. 
 

5. When cards are discarded do they return to the cards pool by putting them at the bottom 
or shuffling them in? Or are they put off to the side not to be played again in the current 
game? 
 
 Discarded cards are put into the discard pile until the deck is 
depleted. 
 
 When a deck is depleted re-shuffle the discarded cards in use them 
as the new deck. 
 

6. What are the rules regarding when the draw pile runs out? 

 



1. If I have been playing black during my turn, and have a red cut card, can I cut a red worm and 
then play red on that same turn? Generally you can only play one color, however the cut card 
says you can keep playing if you have that same color. 

1. When you start your turn you're locked to the color and to the segment, you can't use 
a different colored Cut during your turn. 

2. On our last game, one of my kids had two cards - a red head and a white cut card. They 
played the red head first, then used the white cut card as their last action, ending the game by 
cutting a white worm and getting rid of all their cards. Is this legal? 

2. Same as above, can't switch colors or Cut in a different segment during your turn. 

 

1. When draw deck runs out then just shuffle the discard deck to make draw deck? 

or game end? 

1. When the draw pile is empty you simply reshuffle the discard pile and continue the 
game.  

 

2. Player 1 play the head card and all segment is ended. 

Player 2 can't play any card at this turn and pass cause he don't have CUT card. 

Player 3 also can't play any card. 

At this situation, Players draw card repeatedly until someone draws CUT card? 

or game end? 

2. If the Tapeworm is completely closed off and the next player doesn't have a Cut card 
the game is over. If there's still an open end you continue drawing 1 card at a time until a player 
can play. 

2.) the player who played the last card wins 

 

for the kickstarter exclusive 4 new character heads (Steven, MewGenics, ...) I know I have to 
remove 4 head cards from my deck, but, for the other 3 wild cards, do I have to remove 
anything to keep the game balanced? Or can I just add them? 

Just add 



 

 

 

 


